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Abstract 

Allometric trophic network (ATN) models offer high flexibility and scalability while minimizing the number 

of parameters, and have been successfully applied to investigate complex food web dynamics and their 

influence on food web diversity and stability. However, the realism of ATN model energetics has never 

been assessed in detail, despite their critical influence on dynamic biomass and production patterns. 

Here, we compare the energetics of the currently established original ATN model, considering only 

biomass-dependent basal respiration, to an extended ATN model version, considering both basal and 

assimilation-dependent activity respiration. The latter is crucial in particular for unicellular and 

invertebrate organisms which dominate the metabolism of pelagic and soil food webs. Based on 

metabolic scaling laws, we show that the extended ATN version reflects the energy transfer through a 

chain of four trophic levels of unicellular and invertebrate organisms more realistically than the original 

ATN version. Depending on the strength of top-down control, the original ATN model yields trophic 

transfer efficiencies up to 71% at either the third or the fourth trophic level, which considerably exceeds 

any realistic values. In contrast, the extended ATN version yields realistic trophic transfer efficiencies ≤ 

30% at all trophic levels, in accordance with both physiological considerations and empirical evidence 

from pelagic systems. Our results imply that accounting for activity respiration is essential for 

consistently implementing the metabolic theory of ecology in ATN models and for improving their 

quantitative predictions, which makes them more powerful tools for investigating the dynamics of 

complex natural communities. 
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Introduction 

The metabolic theory of ecology relates biological rates to body size, and serves to predict metabolic 

activity from the individual to the community level (Brown et al. 2004). Allometrically scaled trophic 

network (ATN) models implement this theory in a food web context by linking consumers to their 

resources in food webs. Yodzis and Innes (1992) parameterized the first ATN model which is the 

theoretical basis of a fruitful series of ATN modelling studies for ecological theory building, e.g. 

contributing to the diversity-stability debate (Benoît and Rochet 2004; Brose et al. 2006; Heckmann et 

al. 2012), coexistence theory (Brose 2008), hypotheses on biodiversity-ecosystem functioning 

(Schneider et al. 2016) and for investigating biodiversity loss (Berlow et al. 2009; Schneider et al. 2012). 

The main advantage of ATN models is their scalability from small modules to large and complex food 

webs in a widely applicable approach with only few assumptions.  

 

Fig. 1 The carbon (surrogate for energy) flow scheme implemented in the ATN model approach. The original version by Yodzis & 

Innes (1992) does not separate activity from basal respiration, but assumes that all respiration is proportional to biomass. The 

missing part of activity respiration proportional to assimilation (box) is added to the original ATN model in this study. Model 

parameters are e: assimilation efficiency, fa: factor accounting for activity respiration, fm: factor accounting for basal respiration, x: 

metabolic rate; B: biomass and I ingestion (for details see Tab. 1 and Methods) 

The ATN approach builds upon the fact that material ingested by a consumer is either excreted or 

allocated to respiration or production (Fig. 1). The assimilation efficiency differs for carnivores and 

herbivores because of the respective food’s quality and stoichiometry. Regarding losses to respiration, 

all previous studies with ATN models except for Boit et al. (2012) and Kuparinen et al. (2016) considered 

only respiration proportional to biomass, here called basal respiration, whereas respiratory losses due 

to activity, hereafter called activity respiration, were not specifically accounted for. This approximation 

may apply to homoiothermic mammals and birds with high maintenance costs. However, it appears less 

suitable for modelling pelagic and soil food webs, which mostly consist of unicellular and invertebrate 

organisms with low basal respiration, but high activity respiration, which is proportional to food uptake 
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(Anderson 1992). The study by Boit et al. (2012) on the seasonal plankton succession in Lake 

Constance already indicated that the ATN model successfully reproduced general community patterns 

only if the important physiological process of activity respiration was accounted for. In contrast, the 

original ATN model considerably overestimated heterotrophic production if activity respiration was 

ignored (Boit et al. 2012). Kuparinen et al. (2016) used the ATN model as extended by Boit et al. (2012) 

to successfully model the effects of fishing on a food web and the fish life-history traits. These two 

studies called for the in-depth evaluation of ATN model energetics which we present in this work. To 

differentiate between the two model versions, we employ the terms “original” (Yodzis and Innes 1992) 

and “extended” ATN model (Boit et al. 2012). 

To quantify and evaluate model energetics, we determine the trophic transfer efficiency (TTE) between 

four ascending trophic levels (autotrophs, herbivores, carnivores, and top predators) for both the original 

and the extended ATN version. We find that only by accounting for activity respiration, the ATN model 

achieves realistic TTE towards the higher trophic levels. To explain this model behavior, we additionally 

compared biomasses, respiration and production of both model versions for different levels of top 

predator mortality. The latter elucidates the influence of top-down vs. bottom-up control on the TTE and 

the formation of trophic cascades. We discuss our findings in the context of previous modelling studies 

and observations from pelagic systems to promote the inclusion of activity respiration in future ATN 

models. Achieving more realistic energetics and improving quantitative predictions will make ATN 

models more powerful tools to investigate complex natural food webs in order to better serve their 

purpose in ecological theory building. 

 

Methods 

Allometric trophic network (ATN) models represent consumer-resource relationships based on 

allometric scaling of key physiological rates (e.g. ingestion) with individual body mass, which achieves 

minimum data necessity for model parameterization (Yodzis & Innes 1992). Ingested carbon serves as 

surrogate for energy and is allocated to either excretion, respiration, or production (Fig. 1, Begon et al. 

2006). The original ATN model formulation does not differentiate between basal respiration proportional 

to the biomass, and activity respiration proportional to the amount of assimilated food (Fig 1). 

General ATN model equations and parameters 

We applied the ATN model equations to a linear chain of 4 trophic levels from autotrophs (A) and 

herbivores (H) to carnivores (C) and top predators (T). In order to facilitate comparability between 

studies, our notation and parameterization closely follows that of previous ATN modelling studies (Brose 

et al. 2006; Boit et al. 2012). Growth of the autotrophs is modelled by a logistic function (Eq. 1), and 

consumption by all consumers is described by a Holling type II functional response (Eq. 1-4, Holling 

1959) . Together, the rates of change of the biomasses Bi (i = A, H, C, T) at the four trophic levels are 

given by the following ordinary differential equations: 

𝑑𝐵𝐴

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑟𝐵𝐴 (1 −

𝐵𝐴

𝐾
) − 𝑦𝑥𝐻

𝐵𝐴

𝐵0 + 𝐵𝐴

𝐵𝐻       (1) 
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𝑑𝐵𝐻

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑓𝑎𝑒ℎ𝑦𝑥𝐻

𝐵𝐴

𝐵0 + 𝐵𝐴

𝐵𝐻 − 𝑦𝑥𝐶  
𝐵𝐻

𝐵0 + 𝐵𝐻

𝐵𝐶 − 𝑓𝑚𝑥𝐻𝐵𝐻      (2) 

𝑑𝐵𝐶

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑓𝑎𝑒𝑐𝑦𝑥𝐶

𝐵𝐻

𝐵0 + 𝐵𝐻

𝐵𝐶 −  𝑦𝑥𝑇

𝐵𝐶

𝐵0 + 𝐵𝐶

𝐵𝑇 − 𝑓𝑚𝑥𝐶𝐵𝐶      (3) 

𝑑𝐵𝑇

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑓𝑎𝑒𝑐𝑦𝑥𝑇

𝐵𝐶

𝐵0 + 𝐵𝐶

𝐵𝑇 − 𝑓𝑚𝑥𝑇𝐵𝑇 − 𝑑𝐵𝑇
2.     (4) 

The maximum growth rate of the autotrophs is described by r and their carrying capacity by K. The 

functional responses for consumption are expressed by the metabolic rate of the respective consumer, 

xH, xC, xT, the maximum ingestion rate y normalized by the respective metabolic rate, and the half-

saturation constant B0. The assimilation efficiency for herbivores is denoted as eh, the one for 

carnivorous predators as ec, the fraction of assimilated carbon not respired is defined by fa, i.e. (1- fa) is 

the fraction of carbon lost by activity respiration, and the fraction of maintenance respiration linked to 

biomass is fm. The metabolic rates xi scale allometrically with body mass mi with an allometric exponent 

of -0.25 (Yodzis and Innes 1992). The autotrophs’ body mass is set to 1 and the consumer-resource 

body-mass ratio is 1000 for all trophic levels. The standard values of all parameters are given in Tab. 1. 

The death rate constant of the top predator is given by d (Eq. 4, Tab. 1) and it was varied between 0 

and 0.05 in steps of 0.0001. The term dBT represents the top predator’s per capita death rate. The case 

d = 0 represents an extreme case as it leads to a massive accumulation of top predator biomass which 

in nature would attract pathogens, parasites, or another carnivore, which all induce mortality. 

Table 1: Parameter values. If the original and extended ATN version are differently parameterized, their values are labeled with 

orig and ext, respectively. Dimensionless units are labeled as [-]. 

Parameter name Abbreviation Value [dimension] Literature 

Mass-specific maximum growth rate of 

the autotrophs r 1 [
1

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
] (Brose et al. 2006) 

Carrying capacity K 1 [
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠

𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
] (Brose et al. 2006) 

Metabolic rate xi 

0.314 massi
-0.25 

[
1

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
] (Brose et al. 2006) 

Maximum ingestion rate relative to 

metabolic rate y 8 [-] (Brose et al. 2006) 

Half - saturation constant B0 0.5 [
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠

𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
] (Brose et al. 2006) 

Fraction of assimilated carbon used for 

production fa 1 orig / 0.4 ext [-] (Boit et al. 2012) 

Factor for maintenance respiration fm 1 orig / 0.1 ext [-] Boit et al. 2012) 

Assimilation efficiency for herbivorous 

species eh 0.45 [-] 

(Yodzis and Innes 

1992) 

Assimilation efficiency for carnivorous 

species ec 0.85 [-] 

(Yodzis and Innes 

1992) 

Death rate constant of top predator d [0, 0.05] [
𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠
] varied in this study 
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Calculation of central rates 

All central rates, i.e. ingestion, excretion, basal and activity respiration, and production have the same 

dimension mass ∙ volume-1 ∙ time-1. The total ingestion rate Ii of the consumer species on trophic level i 

with biomass Bi is given by 

𝐼𝑖 =  𝑦𝑥𝑖

𝐵𝑖−1

𝐵0 + 𝐵𝑖−1

𝐵𝑖    (5). 

Multiplied with the assimilation constant ei and the activity respiration factor fa, the term Ii constitutes the 

first term in Eq. 2-4. The total excretion rate Ei of trophic level i is proportional to its ingestion rate and 

is given by 

𝐸𝑖 = (1 − 𝑒𝑖)𝐼𝑖 =  (1 − 𝑒𝑖)𝑦𝑥𝑖

𝐵𝑖−1

𝐵0 + 𝐵𝑖−1

𝐵𝑖    (6). 

The assimilation efficiency ei describes the fraction of the ingested material that is assimilated and not 

lost by excretion. It is higher for carnivores than for herbivores (Tab. 1) since the former consume high-

quality food of similar biochemical composition as themselves, whereas plants often contain nutrient-

poor material which is hard to digest. 

Basal respiration is the energy lost due to maintenance processes. It is analog to the basal metabolic 

rate defined for homoiotherms (Gessaman 1973) as measured in the thermoneutral zone where 

homoiotherms have very low costs for thermoregulation and are most similar to ectotherms in this 

regard. Basal respiration Rb,i is defined as  

𝑅𝑏,𝑖 =  𝑓𝑚𝑥𝑖𝐵𝑖    (7) 

and is therefore proportional to the standing stock biomass. Activity respiration is the energy spent for 

processes related to the production of new biomass (including locomotion, foraging, food handling and 

digestion, ontogenetic processes and reproduction). We call fa the fraction of energy not lost due to 

activity processes. Following Boit et al. (2012), the activity respiration Ra,i is calculated as 

 𝑅𝑎,𝑖 = (1 − 𝑓𝑎) 𝑒𝑖 𝐼𝑖 = (1 − 𝑓𝑎)𝑒𝑖𝑦𝑥𝑖

𝐵𝑖−1

𝐵0 + 𝐵𝑖−1

𝐵𝑖    (8). 

This part is neglected in the original ATN model, i.e. fa = 1. 

The production summarizes all processes that lead to creation of new biomass (somatic and 

reproductive growth). On average, the production at trophic level i compensates for losses by predation, 

i.e. the ingestion by trophic level i+1. If we neglect non-grazing mortality, which typically plays a minor 

role in pelagic systems (Gaedke et al. 2002), the production Pi can either be calculated as ingestion of 

the next higher trophic level Ii+1 or as ingestion at trophic level i minus excretion Ei and total respiration 

Ri = Ra,i + Rb,i,  

𝑃𝑖 = 𝐼𝑖+1 = 𝐼𝑖 − 𝐸𝑖 − 𝑅𝑎,𝑖 − 𝑅𝑏,𝑖   (9). 
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For the top predator, the ingestion by a higher trophic level is replaced by its death rate dBT
2 (Eq. 4). 

These different ways to calculate the production (Eq. 9) enable us to infer the trophic transfer 

efficiencies. 

Trophic transfer efficiency 

The trophic transfer efficiency (TTE) is defined as the ratio of the production of two adjacent trophic 

levels and is therefore dimensionless. It is used to quantify the fraction of energy passed on to the next 

trophic level. To calculate the maximum TTE, it is crucial to remember that ingested carbon can only be 

excreted, respired or invested into new production (Fig. 1). When one of the first two rates increases, 

the production decreases. Following Yodzis and Innes (1992), carnivores are assumed to have an 

assimilation efficiency of 85% and herbivores of 45% (Tab. 1). From physiological considerations based 

on a comprehensive data set across different taxonomic groups (Humphreys 1979; Hendriks 1999) it 

can be estimated that at most half of the assimilated carbon can be allocated to production (Fig. 1), 

which yields an upper limit to the maximum feasible TTEi between trophic level i and i+1: 

Maximum feasible TTE 𝑖→𝑖+1 ≤ 0.5 
𝑒𝑖+1 𝐼𝑖+1

𝑃𝑖

   (10). 

This results in a maximum feasible TTE of at most 42.5% of the ingested carbon for carnivores and of 

22.5% for herbivores (cf. Tab. 2). Note that this is a very conservative estimation. Most taxa have 

considerably higher respiratory losses and thus lower production to assimilation ratios, resulting in a 

lower maximum feasible TTE. 

 

One way to calculate the TTE to the next trophic level in the model is 

𝑇𝑇𝐸𝑖→𝑖+1 =
𝑃𝑖+1

𝑃𝑖

=
𝑒𝑖+1𝐼𝑖+1 −  (𝑅𝑎,𝑖+1 + 𝑅𝑏,𝑖+1)

𝐼𝑖+1

=
𝑓𝑎𝑒𝑖+1𝑦

𝐵𝑖

𝐵ℎ + 𝐵𝑖
−  𝑓𝑚

𝑦
𝐵𝑖

𝐵ℎ + 𝐵𝑖

   (11). 

This expression has an upper limit that is reached for unlimited food supply Bi → ∞. For this limit, the 

rightmost part of Eq. 11 can be simplified to 

𝑇𝑇𝐸𝑖→𝑖+1 <
𝑓𝑎𝑒𝑖+1𝑦 − 𝑓𝑚

𝑦
   (12) 

as an expression for the upper bound of the TTE inherent in the ATN model (Eq. 1-4). When calculating 

this model inherent maximum TTE from the first to the second trophic level, the autotrophs’ maximum 

biomass is their capacity K and not infinity, and Eq. 11 is used for the calculation instead of Eq. 12. 

To differentiate the inherent TTE (upper bound of the TTE in the ATN model) from the actually obtained 

TTE during the dynamic simulations, the latter will thereafter be called obtained TTE. 

Simulations 

Biomasses and resulting values are mean values of the last 50,000 time steps of a 100,000 step time 

series. All calculations and figures were made using Python 2.7.6. For integration of the ordinary 
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differential equations, the adaptive step-size lsoda solver was used with absolute and relative error 

tolerances εabs = εrel = 10-13. 

 

Results 

We first evaluated the maximum inherent trophic transfer efficiency (TTE) assuming unlimited food 

supply. We found a value of 32.5% for the herbivores and 72.5% for the carnivores and top predators 

in the original ATN model, which exceeds by far the maximum feasible TTE of 22.5% for herbivores and 

42.5% for carnivores and top predators (Eq. 10, 12, Tab. 2). In the extended ATN version, the maximum 

inherent TTE was 16.1% for the herbivores and 32.8% for the carnivores and top predators (Eq. 12, 

Tab. 2). The maximum inherent TTE was smaller in the extended version as more carbon is respired 

instead of transported through the food chain to the upper trophic levels. 

Table 2: Three trophic transfer efficiencies (TTE) are given, the maximum feasible TTE according to the given assimilation 

efficiencies (Tab. 1) and assuming that production equals respiration (Humphreys, 1979) (Eq. 10), the maximum inherent TTE 

assuming maximum food concentration (Eq. 12), and the maximum TTE obtained from the simulations for both the original and 

the extended ATN version for the three trophic levels in %.  

 Max. feasible TTE 

Max. inherent TTE Max. obtained TTE 

Original Extended Original Extended 

TTE34 42.5 72.5 32.8 50.5 30.1 

TTE23 42.5 72.5 32.8 44.5 30.2 

TTE12 22.5 26.3 16.1 14.1 13.2 

 

As a second and more practical step, we investigated the TTE obtained in dynamic simulations of a four 

trophic level food chain using both the original and extended ATN version over a gradient of the top 

predator’s death rate constant d. In the extended ATN version, which accounts for activity and basal 

respiration separately, the maximum obtained TTE at trophic level 3 and 4 never exceeded the 

maximum feasible TTE (Fig. 2, Tab. 2, Eq. 10). In contrast, in the original ATN model the obtained TTE 

at trophic level 4 exceeded the maximum feasible TTE of 42.5% for d > 0.0029 (Fig. 2, maximum 

observed value 50.5%). At trophic level 3, the TTE of the carnivores in the original ATN model exceeded 

the maximum feasible TTE for small values of d (d < 0.0006, Fig. 2). The consistently lower obtained 

TTE in the extended ATN version indicates that this model version represents the energy transfer 

towards the higher trophic level more realistically than the original ATN model. 

With an increasing death rate constant d of the top predator, its own as well as the herbivore’s obtained 

TTE increased, whereas the carnivore’s obtained TTE decreased (Fig. 2). This alternating pattern of 

increasing and decreasing obtained TTE with increasing d resulted from a trophic cascade: Higher 

values of d lowered the top predator’s biomass, which in turn lowered its total ingestion. Released from 
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top-down control, the carnivore’s biomass and thus its ingestion increased. This pattern propagated 

down to the herbivores and autotrophs. Since the TTE is a monotonously increasing function of the 

biomass on the respective lower trophic level (Eq. 11, Appendix, Fig. 7), this alternating pattern of 

decreasing and increasing biomasses translates directly to the TTEs on the different trophic levels. 

 

Fig. 2 Trophic transfer efficiency (TTE) obtained in simulations (in percent, defined as the production ratio of upper vs. lower 

trophic level) of the top predator (top panel), carnivore (center) and herbivore (bottom) in the original (dashed lines) and extended 

(solid lines) ATN version for different top predator’s death rate constants d. Grey vertical lines indicate the position of the biomass 

pyramids provided in Fig. 3. The horizontal lines indicate the maximum feasible TTE (see Methods ‘Trophic transfer efficiency’, 

Tab. 2) 

The herbivore’s obtained TTE remained below the maximum feasible TTE of 22.5% (Eq. 10) in both 

model versions (Fig. 2). The reason is the nonlinear dependence of the autotroph’s production on its 

carrying capacity and its interaction with the nonlinear grazing function of the herbivore. When assuming 

a chain of three trophic levels where the carnivore as the highest trophic level experiences a quadratic 
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death term, the herbivore was under strong top-down control and exceeded its maximum feasible TTE 

by up to a factor of 1.1 (Appendix, Fig. 5, 6). 

Depending on the top predator’s death rate, the models exhibited different trophic cascade patterns. For 

small d (0.0003), the herbivore and the top predator accumulated high biomasses resulting in a top-

heavy trophic cascade (Fig. 3a, d). For larger d (0.0030), the biomasses resembled roughly a column 

(Fig. 3b, e) and for higher d, a bottom-heavy trophic cascade occurred (Fig. 3c, f). 

 

Fig. 3 Comparison of the mean biomasses (bold numbers) within the food chain of the extended ATN version including activity 

respiration (a-c) and the original ATN model (d-f), for different top predator’s death rate constants d = 0.0003 (a, d), d = 0.003 (b, 

e), and d = 0.03 (c, f). Arrows indicate production rates. Their width is scaled to autotroph’s production as 100%. Box widths are 

scaled with the species’ biomasses 

To further elucidate the reason for the inconsistencies between the obtained TTE of the original ATN 

model and physiological considerations and realistic estimates, we analyzed the carbon fluxes in the 

bottom-heavy trophic cascade (Fig. 3c, f) in more detail (Fig. 4, Tab. 3). The alternating biomasses 
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indicate where the inconsistencies are most obvious. In the original ATN model, the top predator’s 

respiration was small compared to its ingestion, resulting in a large production per ingested unit of 

carbon (Tab. 3). This led to a production being 33% higher than the respiration (Fig. 4b) and an obtained 

TTE of 50% (Fig. 4b, Tab. 3). In contrast, in the extended ATN version the respiration per ingested unit 

of carbon was higher due to the activity respiration, which resulted in a lower production and an obtained 

TTE of 30% (Fig. 4a).  

 

Fig. 4 Comparison of the energy transfer within the food chain of the extended ATN version including activity respiration (a), and 

the original ATN model (b). The biomass pyramids are based on the same data as Fig. 3c and 3f, i.e. d= 0.03. Included values 

are basal and activity respiration (numbers on the left, activity above basal respiration), production (numbers in the middle to the 

left of the upward arrows), trophic transfer efficiency (bold large numbers), and excretion (numbers above the right arrows). All 

fluxes are standardized to autotroph’s production as 100%, so that wider arrows indicate larger values.  Box widths are scaled 

with the species’ biomasses. Red values point out inconsistencies with the physiological considerations that respiration is equal 

to or less than production (Humphreys 1979) 

In the original ATN model, respiration per ingestion and production per ingestion varied considerably 

more between trophic levels than in the extended ATN version. This was due to the overemphasis of 

basal respiration and neglecting of the activity respiration: Only a high biomass (here, of the carnivore) 

resulted in respiration losses of substantially more than 50% of the assimilation and thus, a realistic TTE 

in the original ATN model. In the extended ATN version, respiration per ingestion and production per 

ingestion did not vary that much across trophic levels even in the presence of a strong trophic cascade 

because respiration is not solely coupled to the standing biomass stock, but also to the assimilation. As 

low biomasses are connected with high per capita rates in the ATN models, a low biomass-related basal 

respiration is counteracted by high activity respiration and vice versa. 
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Table 3: Respiration to ingestion ratio (R/I) and production to ingestion ratio (P/I ≜ obtained TTE since non-grazing mortality was 

not included in the ATN model for the 1st – 3rd trophic level, thus the production of the trophic level below is ingested entirely, see 

‘ATN model equations’) for both the original (orig.) and extended (ext.) ATN version with the top predator’s death rate constant d 

= 0.03. Autotrophic respiration is already included in the growth rate and therefore not listed here. Values were calculated from 

the biomass, respiration and production values shown in Fig 3f and Fig. 4b for the original ATN model, and in Fig. 3c and Fig. 4a 

for the extended ATN version, respectively. 

 

R/I P/I ≜ TTE 

orig ext orig ext 

Top predator 35% 55% 50% 30% 

Carnivore 79% 72% 6% 12% 

Herbivore 31% 32% 14% 13% 

 

Discussion 

Allometric trophic network models (ATN) are an important tool to analyze dynamics of food webs (Boit 

et al. 2012; Hudson and Reuman 2013; Schuwirth and Reichert 2013; Kuparinen et al. 2016) and their 

diversity and stability (Brose et al. 2006; Rall et al. 2008; Berlow et al. 2009; Heckmann et al. 2012). 

Despite their frequent use, the ATN’s energetics were not yet explicitly addressed, though they 

decisively influence dynamic patterns of the model (Boit et al. 2012). Here, we compared the energetics 

of the original ATN model (Yodzis and Innes 1992; Brose et al. 2006) which considers only basal 

respiration, and an extended ATN version (Boit et al. 2012) including both basal and activity respiration. 

We found that the trophic transfer efficiency (TTE) could become unrealistically high in the original ATN 

model in both static calculations and dynamic simulations, whereas it always fell into a physiologically 

and ecologically realistic range in the extended ATN version. The reason for the more realistic energy 

transfer is the inclusion of the activity respiration that depends on the amount of assimilated carbon in 

the extended ATN version.  

The threshold above which we consider a TTE unrealistically high was set very conservatively and 

follows from the assumption that the energy allocated to production can at most be equal to respiration 

(Humphreys 1979). This yields a maximum feasible TTE of 22.5% for herbivores and 42.5% for 

carnivores (Eq. 10). These upper theoretical limits are usually not reached in natural communities even 

when dominated by unicellular organisms or invertebrates, except when a trophic level is under high 

predation pressure. Empirically established maximum TTE range between 13% and around 30% for 

both herbivores and carnivores from pelagic systems and including small to large fish (Straile 1997; 

Jennings et al. 2002; Barnes et al. 2010). The extended ATN version reflects these natural energetic 

constraints well by keeping the obtained TTE in a realistic range up to 30% (cf. Fig. 2). In contrast, the 

original ATN model led to an obtained TTE up to 51% (cf. Fig 2) which overestimates the empirical 

values of at most 30% by a factor of 1.7. 
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The metabolic theory of ecology does not differentiate between basal respiration proportional to the 

standing biomass stock and activity respiration (Brown et al. 2004). Brown et al. (2004) stated that the 

metabolic rate generally depends only on biomass and that the field metabolic rate, analog to our activity 

respiration, is a “fairly constant multiple of the basal rate” and therefore also depends only on the 

biomass. A similar assumption also served as basis for the ATN models accounting only for basal 

respiration proportional to the biomass. This assumption is reasonable if resource levels are fairly 

constant, however, biomasses and ingestion rates vary in nature and dynamic models and so does, 

ultimately, also the TTE (Appendix, Fig. 7).  

The different patterns of trophic cascades illustrate the problematic consequences of linking respiration 

only to biomass. The amount of top-down control exerted by the top predator or the carnivore and thus 

the strength of the trophic cascade were modulated by the death rate constant d. For small d, the top 

predator had a high biomass and controlled the carnivore. The carnivore’s obtained TTE then became 

unrealistically high in the original ATN model, and the food web became (too) top heavy. The link 

between a high TTE and top heavy food webs is also described in a review of 23 food webs (McCauley 

et al. 2018). For intermediate d, the biomasses were approximately equally distributed across different 

trophic levels which is in line with the flat biomass distribution established for pelagic systems (Gaedke 

1992). For higher d, the top predator was top-down controlled by its death rate and released the 

carnivore from grazing pressure, but in this case the top predator’s obtained TTE became unrealistically 

high. In any case, the obtained TTE was too high at one particular trophic level within a pronounced 

trophic cascade because the top-down controlled trophic levels had a low biomass and thus a low basal 

respiration. Thus, the assumption of Brown et al. (2004) that activity respiration and field metabolic rate 

are proportional to a standing biomass stock only holds for equally distributed biomasses, but not for 

unequally distributed biomasses in trophic cascades. 

The link between activity respiration and ingestion as we introduced it here to the ATN model allows for 

a more flexible reaction to dynamic instead of constant biomasses. This is important when modelling 

large food webs with rapidly changing dynamics such as pelagic systems. ATN and other food web 

models are known to form trophic cascades (Carpenter et al. 2016) which are observed in many 

ecosystems (Carpenter et al. 1985; Pace et al. 1999; Shurin et al. 2002) and, as we showed here, 

strongly affects the TTE. Other ATN models dampened the trophic cascades with mechanism such as 

predator interference or type III functional response which obfuscates this underlying energetic problem 

to some extent (Rall et al. 2008). However, they do not solve it, as the model inherent TTE is 

independent of these mechanisms. The ATN approach has also been used to parameterize large-scale 

ecosystem models such as the Madingley model (Harfoot et al. 2014). In this model, neglecting activity 

respiration seems to have contributed to unrealistically top heavy biomass distributions as well, 

underlining the importance of more accurate assumptions regarding basic energetic processes than the 

original ATN provides. The pronounced trophic cascades as seen in our study are due to the structurally 

simplistic food chain and would be dampened in natural systems, e.g. by a higher trophic connectance 

via omnivory. 

Other models, like Rosenzweig-MacArthur-type predator-prey-models (Rosenzweig and MacArthur 

1963; Weitz and Levin 2006) incorporate respiration losses only by a constant factor named conversion 
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efficiency related to ingestion and production, thus this type of model only accounts for (what we call 

here) activity respiration. Basal respiration may be implicitly considered in a death rate proportional to 

the biomass. Anderson (1992) pointed out the difference between basal and activity respiration 

especially for unicellular organisms and invertebrates whose activity respiration exceeds the basal 

respiration as they are poikilotherms with low maintenance costs when inactive. In our extended ATN 

version, we combined both respiration rates and implemented these ideas by introducing the factor fa in 

the formulation of assimilation (cf. Eq. 8, Methods, Fig. 1), thereby making activity respiration 

proportional to the amount of assimilated carbon.  

Following Boit et al. (2012), we set the parameter fa = 0.4 for all consumers assuming that respiration is 

slightly larger than production (Humphreys 1979). Although this conservative estimate satisfies 

fundamental energetic constraints, a more differentiated picture may emerge when defining a more 

empirically grounded value range for fa for different taxa. In the same way, the parameter fm = 0.1 

(following Boit et al. (2012)) may be adapted to fit different taxa. As a recent meta-analysis reveals that 

the differences in respiration rates between taxonomic groups are not only due to consumer type (e.g. 

herbivore or carnivore) (Lang et al. 2017), future research could aim to entangle the influences of 

taxonomic group, activity, and food availability on respiration rates. Until then due to the scarcity of 

experimental data on activity vs. basal respiration rates of invertebrates, the parameterization of fa and 

fm in a specific food web context remains a challenge for future modelling studies with ATNs. 

The complexity of the model did not increase from a mathematical point of view even though we 

introduced two additional parameters (fa and fm) in the extended ATN version. The number of effective 

parameters that independently determine model dynamics is the same in the original and the extended 

ATN version. This becomes obvious when we introduce new parameters for the extended ATN model: 

eprod,i = eifa as the production efficiency (equivalent to ei in the original model) and xb,i = fmxi (equivalent 

to xi in the original model) as the per capita basal metabolic rate. When aiming for a concise 

mathematical description of the model, we recommend to use these effective parameters. Here, 

however, we chose not to do so in order to emphasize the underlying biological processes. In the same 

vein, we argue that we do not merely propose to use different values for some parameters of the ATN 

model, but stress the conceptual advancement of the ATN model by clearly distinguishing between 

basal and activity respiration, which is essential for improving quantitative predictions about ecosystem 

energetics. 

To conclude, basal and activity respiration depend on different processes and should both be considered 

explicitly in models covering metabolic processes. Including activity respiration in the ATN model lowers 

the obtained TTE to realistic values in comparison to empirically derived values. Especially for food 

webs mainly based on unicellular organisms and invertebrates or modelling ecosystems prone to trophic 

cascading, we recommend using the extended ATN version to achieve more realistic energetics. Far 

more than a mere modelling fix, reflecting the energy flux through food webs in a realistic way is 

indispensable for upscaling and integrating smaller modules to larger community networks or even 

large-scale ecosystem models. ATN models will then be ready for quantitatively linking trophic 

interactions in biodiverse communities to ecosystem-level biomass dynamics and biogeochemical 

cycling. 
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Appendix 1 

We also modelled a three trophic level food chain in which the carnivore has a density dependent 

death rate equivalent to the top predator in the chain of four trophic level (Eq. 4). With this model 

setup, we examined the herbivore’s obtained TTE when being released from top-down control due to 

increasing the carnivore’s death rate. 

 

Fig. 5 Trophic transfer efficiency (obtained TTE, defined as the production ratio of upper vs. lower trophic level) of the carnivore 

(upper panel) and herbivore (bottom) in the original (dashed lines) and extended (solid lines) ATN version for different carnivore’s 

death rate constants d. For one parameter value (vertical line), the biomass pyramids are provided in Fig. 6. The horizontal lines 

indicate the maximum feasible TTE (Eq. 10, Tab. 2) 
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the energy transfer within a three trophic level food chain of the extended ATN version including activity 

respiration (a), and the original ATN model (b). The biomass pyramids are based on the parameter indicated in Fig. 5, i.e. d= 0.03. 

Included values are basal and activity respiration (numbers on the left, activity above basal respiration), production (numbers in 

the middle to the left of the upward arrows), trophic transfer efficiency (bold large numbers), and excretion (numbers above the 

right arrows). All fluxes are standardized to autotroph’s production as 100%, so that wider arrows indicate larger values.  Box 

widths are scaled with the species’ biomasses. Red values point out inconsistencies with the physiological considerations that 

respiration is equal to or less than production (Humphreys 1979) 

 

Fig. 7 Trophic transfer efficiency (obtained TTE in %, defined as the production ratio of upper vs. lower trophic level) of a trophic 

level i+1 (here parameterized for both the carnivore and the top predator as they have the same assimilation efficiency) in the 

original (dashed line) and extended (solid line) ATN version for different food quantities (biomass of the lower trophic level i). The 

horizontal line indicates the maximum feasible TTE (Eq. 10, Tab. 2) 


